Solve®

SEATING

ilira®-stretch Mesh
ilira-stretch M4 knit fabric
back uses your own weight to
create a softer, personal fit.

4-WAY
STRETCH

THE ANSWER FOR
COMFORT AND VERSATILITY
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Solve Brochure

WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK
It’s no stretch to say that we’re all unique. Different sizes. Varying postures. Individual work
style preferences. So how do you address all this and more with a single chair? You simply
Solve the problem. With three back materials, three ergonomic controls and an optional
adjustable lumbar support, Solve answers the need for total customization. This flexible
seating family allows everyone to get what they want from their chair. Optimal balance.
Proper alignment. Total support. It helps everyone do more with less, making it the one
chair to fit every space.

FRONT

BACK

ReActiv™ Back With Upholstery
Combine the ergonomic benefits of
the ReActiv back with the look and
feel of an upholstered back.

ReActiv Back
The patented geometric back
design provides a firmer fit,
while providing continuous
airflow to keep the body cool.

Solve Brochure
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SUPPORT EVERY SPACE
Today's workers are finding new ways to stay productive
and different spaces in which to work. It's time
to find a chair that can help you keep up with these
evolving work styles and environments. Solve easily
transitions from individual to collaborative work at a
moment's notice, just like you do. Designed to adapt to
any body type, it responds to your natural movements to
provide continuous comfort, making it feel right at home in
any space. With this level of comfort and support, consider
your search for the next evolution of task seating solved.

Shown with Preside. Inspired by
HON color palette Sprout.
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Shown with Voi and Flock seating. Inspired by
HON color palette Campfire.

Shown with Preside and Contain. Inspired by
HON color palette Autumn.
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TOTALLY COOL.
COMPLETELY YOU.
If you want to make a powerful statement, simply
have a seat. Solve’s geometric ReActiv back creates
a contemporary look, while the ilira-stretch mesh
back is a great choice for a softer, more relaxed feel.
Add upholstery in a variety of colors to match your
selection to your workplace vision. Optional arms
and lumbar support put the power of customization
in your hands. With Solve, taking your seat means
taking a stand for greater comfort and productivity.

CONTROL OPTIONS
Solve offers three synchro-tilt control options, ranging
from the basic to the most advanced synchro-tilt
mechanism that supports a wider range of postures.

Synchro-Tilt
With Seat Glide

Synchro-Tilt

Advanced Synchro-Tilt
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FRAME OPTIONS
Match your brand aesthetic or just pick your favorite
color. Solve back frames are available in either Black
or Titanium to help you make a design statement.

ARM OPTIONS
Choose from fixed, height- and width-adjustable or
all-adjustable arms to enjoy customized support.

Titanium

2-D Adjustable Arms

Black

Fixed Arms

4-D Adjustable Arms

Optional Lumbar Support
Lumbar support can be added to the ReActiv
back, upholstered ReActiv back and ilira-stretch
mesh back for additional lower back stability.

ReActiv BACK
Whether in Charcoal or Titanium, the fresh look of the
ReActiv back will speak volumes about you.

ilira-stretch MESH BACK
The responsive mesh back provides a relaxed fit, while
the five mesh colors easily coordinate with any aesthetic.

Charcoal

Black

Charcoal

Navy

Putty

Midnight

Ink

Titanium

Chai

Fog

UPHOLSTERED ReActiv BACK
Mix and match until your heart’s content by combining
one of six upholstered back fabrics with a choice of
hundreds of HON seat fabric selections.

Bittersweet

Meadow

Sterling

STATEMENT OF LINE

ilira-stretch Mesh Back
Armless and with Arms

ReActiv Back
Armless and with Arms

Upholstered Back
Armless and with Arms

Stool
Armless and with Arms
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In collaboration with the award-winning Deisig
Design team, HON has created a truly personal
seating platform. Solve is a flexible collection of
chairs with three unique back styles and other
options for customization. Backed by the HON
Full Lifetime Warranty, Solve is a solid choice
and a wise investment for anyone.
Nils Köhn & Wolfgang Deisig
Deisig Design - Designers of Solve

For more information, visit hon.com/solve
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